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About This Game

Neon Warp is a simple yet very unique puzzle game.

On each level there are blocks of 3 colors. When you move the frame from a block of one color to a block of another a third
color appears.

Using this technique your goal is to repaint all blocks into a single color and you need to do it with least amount of turns.

Features

150 levels

Time trial mode with 10+ levels

Full controller support

Steam achievements and leaderboards
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Title: Neon Warp
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Axel Sonic
Publisher:
Axel Sonic
Release Date: 29 Jul, 2016
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neon wrap dress. neon warpaffine. neon wrapping paper. neon wrap skirt. neon war paint. neon wrap around heels. neon wrap
top. neon wrapping paper uk. neon wrap bikini

For what I want it for, it's a fantastic program.
Got it cheap too.
Winning.. First VR puzzel game I actually enjoyed for longer than 20 minutes.. By far one of the more unique skin DLCs in
Killing floor, this pack includes its own sounds and model and has the advantage of being cheaper by default then the other skin
DLCs. Although you are only getting one character from this which is overpriced like most of the DLC for KF.

The other notable problem with this skin is the fact that the game will not save it as your current skin inbetween games.
Meaning that if you want to play as a robot you must select it EVERY single time at the beginning of the match - otherwise you
switch to a default skin if you are not quick enough. This problem has never been fixed and is extremely annoying!. It's a really
great route if you want some amtrak cars a EMD F40PH with some BN rolling stock and a great AI car pack too!. This is
nothing but a port of the original game so expect nothing new and nothing to be fixed. But still worth the price for what you get.

I recommend this game for anyone looking for a small challenge to pass the time on a lazy afternoon. The scope is limited and
the learning curve is non-existent. Simply read up on available (in-game) products at the beginning of a session, create a model
of the first industry in your mind, then execute it before the AI decides to use your same spot.

The game has run without any graphics issues for me (32" curved samsung, Windows 7) but all of the old bugs are still present.
This game is very basic and will not take long to master with limited products lines, no advertising, and no way to mess with
your opponent (beyond destroying trees around a lumber yard they are using or paying to destroy a town that is home to their
flagship product). Worth the money for the fun it still brings and certainly worth it on sale.. this is an addicting game with
endless entertainment unless you are a preschool dropout. Always the Same Blue Sky is a short game, but this is not a mark
against it; it tells its story in a succinct and satisfying way that certainly doesn't drag on. I would recommend this game primarily
if you are interested in a visual novel that lets you role-play the main character a bit; there are many opportunities to decide how
you want to handle a situation, even if these don't always wind up too differently from one another. Although I put in multiple
playthroughs, I believe it would be best enjoyed with a single straight playthrough and no going back for achievement hunting.

This is largely because the game is a lot more linear than it lets on - there are a refreshing amount of decisions, but all of these
simply add points to the summation of a single "good" or "bad" ending with a complete lack of actual branching paths. I will
admit that the story itself took some very welcome unexpected turns, especially after starting with the painfully boilerplate trope
of the protagonist sleeping in on their first day of classes only to meet the girl of their dreams. There are a handful of cringey
lines of dialogue to be sure, but for the most part the writing did not get in the way of the story.

I played through this game 4 times in total but there were only two endings (general idea but no spoilers):
 - "Honest" playthrough, making decisions as I felt them to be in character
 - "Reverse" run, same as before but with all of the opposite decicions to see how it affected my outcome
 - "Good" ending, following a guide to get one of the last two achievements for answering the questions 100% consistently in a
certain direction
 - "Bad" ending, following a guide to get one of the last two achievements for answering the questions 100% consistently in the
opposite direction

And to be clear, those last two runs were entirely my own fault, self-inflicted for the sake of achievements. I have to believe I
would have enjoyed the game more without replaying it so many times, if only to let myself believe it had more depth than it
actually does. After getting middling results on my first two playthroughs (and to be fair, there is some particularly arbitrary
logic for either path, such as expecting you to ignore a sound effect you can clearly hear) I had really expected a more
illuminating ending for maxing out the morality system one way or the other, but the game does not deliver. That said, I do
appreciate the game (which lasts 30-40 minutes on first play) being easily re-run in 5-10 minutes for those of us who do go back
to try alternate routes. It also features a save system courtesy of the Ren'Py engine, but the game was short enough that I never
felt compelled to use it.

If you can resist the urge to replay for completion and just enjoy this as a one-off narrative experience, I think you might be
pleasantly surprised by Always the Same Blue Sky; and if not, it's still a worthwhile experience, even with some shortcomings..
Ez unlock 5000 Achievements 100%
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may25 update deleted my cards above tier 5 and many many tier 5 cards i had . increasing the tiers of a card requires duplicate
matching tiers and real time waiting to upgrade one at a time *unless you pay* .

lost a t9 , t8 , several t7 , many t6 , and dozens of t5s .. UPDATE 2/2/2019: CHANGED TO RECOMMEND: The latest patch
fixes enough problems and balances the game enough to recommend it now. It's always been very enjoyable to play and it will
certainly receive further refinement from here.

-----

ORIGINAL REVIEW:

Recommend if you like playing through a post release beta test of game balance.

Do not recommend if you don't.

Wait for a sale about 30 patches from now if you want the game balanced and "finished".

PS: I'm a massive fan of TDs and DW1.

Edit: I gave it 40 hours but I quit until this game is finished. It's just not fun in its current form. Pure chaos at times, pure
maddening annoyance at others, I'm sick of destroying and upgrading items more than playing, and then dealing with horrible
balance when I actually am playing. Beta test next time guys or I'm not buying at launch.

edit2: The developer has been AWOL for most of 2018 but they say they're going to fix the game soon. I believe them, but I
still do not recommend the game in the current state that it is in. For me, it remains uninstalled, and DW1 was one of my
favourite tower defense games of all time..... 1. To start of i have to say this game is nice { for some people } but for me that i
have played lots of games that resemble this game can't give my aproval.

Pro's :
1. Nice graphics.
2. Nice market system [ Tougth is already p2w ]
3. Nice drops on solo play and pvp games.

Con's :
1. Poor combat system.
2. Poor matchmaking system. Giving you from start with higher level players that have better weapons [ better weapons better
dmg/def/skills etc.
3. TO MUCH P2W market , cmon ppl already? you don't even have a decent player base and you the game is already p2w ?
4. Poorly optimized.
5. LOW and with low i mean only 10 - 20 players at TOP HOURS !!! per day.

So far i have only regrets that i installed this game, maybe some of you find it attractive but i can't give out my tumbs up for this
one, sorry.. \u8eca\u8f1b\u8207\u4eba\u7269\u7684\u64cd\u4f5c\u611f\u548c\u65b9\u5411\u6027\u4e0d\u4e00\u81f4
\u6574\u500b\u5dee\u5230\u7206,\u6839\u672c\u6c61\u8fb1GTA\u7cfb\u5217\u7684\u7cde\u4f5c
. I actually love this game. Story mode is silly and cute and the gameplay is relaxed and thoughtful. It gives match'em games a
new perspective. You mean I can match this one color by switching around arrows? Sweet! It is a little tricky to get the hang of
especially when they start throwing in the "special" blocks. Once you get it though, you feel smart and improved. I think the
little ditty that plays after you break blocks is really what seals the deal.

If you like match'ems but want something different, this game is worth giving a shot.
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